
WHOLESALE CATALOG



ABOUT NUBE

We care for our Mother Earth and the people on it and 
want to give humans more ways to shop with a 
conscience. 

All of our goods are manufactured in the US from 
recycled materials using the best practices in sourcing 
and production with an aim on reducing waste and 
environmental impact.

Our prints are created in partnership with artists and 
designers around the world and inspired by the 
environmental crisis. For every item we sell, we give 5% 
of profits to that artist.

We are proud to be woman-owned. We are proud to be 
US made. And we believe clothing can be a platform that 
sparks mindful consumption. 

WHOLESALE@NUBEUSA.COM

5429 RUSSELL AVE NW, SEATTLE, WA 98107

NUBEUSA.COM
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SUSTAINABILITY

FABRICS

We believe in saving materials that would otherwise be wasted, that’s why 
we go recycled. Another key factor is working to be as local as possible 
with our sourcing. Initially all of our fabrics were custom knit in LA, but as 
we have grown, we have brought in some fabrics from overseas. We are 
working to find suppliers in the US who have the same quality goods we are 
looking for, as it's our goal to bring all of our sourcing back to the US.

RECYCLED POLYESTER

rPET uses half the electricity of virgin poly. Our recycled polyester is 79% 
rPET and 21% spandex. It’s made from post-consumer recycled water 
bottles and is ultra thick with one side brushed to be super soft.

LOCAL MANUFACTURING

Our clothing is made in the Nube sewing studio in East Los Angeles and, 
when needed, we outsource to other West Coast studios. We are devoted 
to being fully US made, partially due to the international nature of the 
garment industry-- requiring an excess of transporting overseas. We 
ensure that all of our manufacturers comply to the highest garment 
standards of fair-wages and ethical working conditions.

SHIPPING MATERIALS

All trims and shipping materials are made from recycled or compostable 
materials.
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THE LEGGING

WASTE

TO

WAIST!
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FIT

FABRIC

Ethically made in a fair-wage sewing
studio in Los Angles, CA

Non-toxic, lead free dyes

Four-way stretch, silky sheen on outside,
brushed finish on inside

79% Recycled Polyester, 21% Spandex

20+ Water bottles used per legging

7/8 length, extra spandex for
compression, high-rise up to belly-button

PRODUCTION

THE LEGGING
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THE CROP TANK

SHOWSOMESKIN!
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FIT

FABRIC

Ethically made in a fair-wage sewing
studio in Los Angles, CA

Non-toxic, lead free dyes

Four-way stretch, silky sheen on outside,
brushed finish on inside

79% Recycled Polyester, 21% Spandex

7+ Water bottles used per crop tank

Scoop neck, cropped, and can be worn
with either side facing forward

PRODUCTION

THE CROP TANK
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LEGGING

CROP TANK

COBALT RUST KELP

MIDNIGHT BLUSH CACTUS

RUST KELP COBALT

BLACK BLUSH CACTUS
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$45 MSRP  // $22.50 WHLS

$95 MSRP // $47.50 WHLS

SQUIGGLE

MIDNIGHT

SQUIGGLE

BLACK
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